PLM2011 Closing…

Chair: A. Bouras
Wrap up…

• PLM2011 is the 8th international event since its creation in Bangalore/Lyon (Milano, Bangalore, Seoul, Bremen, Bath, Eindhoven…)
• Thanks for organisers/contributors…
• Aim: forum between researchers and industry players to share results and points of views
  – Good selection of papers: balanced between IT and Management
  – Good number of industrial presentations: End users, IT providers…
  – Governments visions: European Commission, ANR, NIST: PLM is definitely there! Collaboration possibilities through FP7 “Factories of the Future”, and ERA-Net “data to new knowledge”, standardisation initiatives.

• More space for junior researchers to build their network: Doctoral Workshop
• Emergence of future meetings between PLM IT-Players/Users/Researchers

• Development of relationship with IFIP
Best Paper Award

Selection process:

- Short list based on Scientific Advisers (10 papers)
- Selection of the best paper among the short list (after presentation)
...and the Winner is

« Exploiting Product and Service Lifecycle Data »

Jörg Brunsmann, Wolfgang Wilkes, Holger Brocks
University of Hagen
Welcoming PLM12 Conference
ETS, Montreal, Canada

**Louis Rivest**
Professor, Automated Production Engineering Department
École de technologie supérieure, Montréal
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

- Population 1 M on the island
- Population 3 M in the greater area
- French-speaking province, Cosmopolitan city
- Vibrant cultural center
- A unique blend of European and American cultures
- in July:
  - Nice weather
  - Many festivals: International Jazz Fest, Just For Laugh, Montreal Circus festival, International Fireworks Festival, etc.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

- Quebec’s economic and industrial center
  - World center for aerospace (with Seattle and Toulouse) with leading companies such as Bombardier Aerospace, Pratt & Whitney, CAE, Bell Helicopter, etc.
    - Large-scale PLM implementations...
  - Conference industrial visits
Hosted at ETS - École de technologie supérieure
University of Quebec
Located downtown Montreal
A Leading Engineering School for Industry
- 6000 students amongst which 1350 Grad students
- 140 professors, 200 lecturers
• Easy access by metro
• Many hotels located at a walking distance of the conference location
PLM International Conference brings together researchers, developers, and users of PLM. The conference aims at involving all stakeholders of the wide concept of PLM, hoping to shape the future of this new field and advance the science and practice of enterprise development.

PLM International Conference is of specific interest to:

- Academics and researchers working in the different fields of Product Lifecycle Management
- Business executives, key decision makers and new business developers
- Innovation Manager, technical and operations executives

Video about Montreal:
http://www.tourisme-montreal.org/Specialistes-du-voyage/MontrealTV
Thank you for your participation in PLM’2011…

Thanks to Henk Jan and Ine for hosting us…

Congratulations Henk Jan!
See you in Montreal!